UNLIKE ANYTHING

It's a super compact SUV with a big attitude. Loads of space, great visibility, and a breeze to get in and out of; the Ignis is retro-stylish with a level of customisation for you to truly make it your own. Whether you’re at home, shopping in the city, or hustling down a road less travelled, Ignis is here to help you enjoy it in a way unlike anything you've experienced before.
**HEARTECT NEXT GENERATION PLATFORM**

The rigid chassis platform contributes to outstanding fuel efficiency through reduced weight and its increased strength gives a sense of stability and solidity that belies the Ignis' compact dimensions.

**DUALJET ENGINE**

The 1.2 litre Ignis engine features improved thermal efficiency and low friction technology for higher output, low CO2 emissions and a characterful drive.

**MANUAL OR CVT TRANSMISSION**

Choose the advanced CVT transmission offering powerful acceleration and relaxed cruising, or the easy-shifting 5-speed manual.

**PERFORMANCE UNLIKE ANYTHING**

Motivated by a compact 1.2 litre VVT engine with DUALJET technology that's both feisty and efficient, the Ignis performs with speed and agility via a 5-speed manual, or advanced CVT transmission. Highly responsive handling results from a light yet rigid next-generation platform and suspension system designed to offer excellent road comfort with tight-turning ability.
APPLE CARPLAY® AND ANDROID AUTO™
Connect your compatible smartphone via USB to make phone calls, access your music, send and receive messages and get directions, all by voice command or by tapping on the display (LTD).

CLIMATE CONTROL AIR CON
Whatever the season, whatever the conditions, climate control air conditioning makes it a breeze to adjust your comfort level (LTD).

PHONE CONTROL
Linking your smartphone or audio device enables hands-free calls, volume control, and other convenient features, eliminating the need to remove your hands from the steering wheel.

PUSH BUTTON START
Keyless start saves you fumbling for your keys every time you get in and is especially handy if your arms are full. It's more secure than a regular key, plus it prevents you from locking yourself out (LTD).

CRUISE CONTROL AND SPEED LIMITER
Cruise control enables the vehicle to automatically maintain a set speed without the need to operate the accelerator pedal. This reduces driver fatigue when driving at open road speeds or over long distances and also improves fuel efficiency by eliminating unnecessary acceleration and braking. The speed limiter function allows you to set a maximum speed for safe driving.

AUDIO CONTROLS
Practical and convenient, steering wheel-mounted controls allow you to concentrate on the road.

TECHNOLOGY UNLIKE ANYTHING
Inside the Ignis, the touchscreen infotainment unit (complete with sat nav, Apple CarPlay®, and Android Auto™) gives you entertainment, connectivity, control and convenience at the tap of a screen. Steering wheel controls put decisions at your fingertips while cruise control lets you set your own steady pace. So plan your trip, cruise along, call your friends, play your favourite tunes. The choice is yours.
COMFORT AND SPACE UNLIKE ANYTHING

The Ignis cabin is user-friendly and super-comfortable. A compact engine compartment means more room inside, so stretch your legs and feel the freedom. Elevated seating makes getting in and out a breeze with the bonus of improved visibility and awareness. Storage pockets and all controls are within easy reach for comfort and convenience. For added versatility, the rear seat can be slid forward or backward to increase either rear passenger legroom or luggage space (LTD).

CUSTOMISE YOUR RIDE

Make your Ignis your own with additional interior trim colour accents and exterior highlights. Speak to your local Suzuki dealer about the range of Ignis accessories and create your own 'unlike anything' style.
SAFETY ENGINEERED BODY
Suzuki’s TECT (Total Effective Control Technology) makes Ignis both lighter and safer for occupants. Crumple zones absorb and dissipate collision energy. Extra protection is provided by a 6-airbag system which includes front and side airbags for the driver and front passenger, and side curtain airbags.

ABS WITH EBD
Braking force on each wheel is automatically adjusted in relation to the available grip to provide the right amount of pressure to bring the vehicle to a safe, controlled stop.

Ignis features powerful ventilated front disc brakes and rear drums.

ESP® CONTROL SYSTEM
Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) helps you stay in control when you are cornering by counteracting understeer and oversteer. It also improves traction and reduces skidding – whatever the road surface conditions.

HILL HOLD CONTROL
On an incline, the brake is automatically applied until you move forward, preventing you rolling backwards. Hill starts are easier, even in challenging conditions (CVT).

“GUIDE ME” LIGHTS
Headlights continue to illuminate the road for a short while after you get out, helping you to find your way. When the doors are unlocked by the remote, the low beams turn on to lead you to the vehicle (LTD).

FOG LAMPS & LED DAYTIME RUNNING LAMPS
Front fog lamps are standard on all models while the LTD also includes LED daytime running lamps.
REVERSING - specifications. Suzuki New Zealand Ltd reserves the right to change, without notice, prices, colours, materials, equipment, specifications and models, and also standard and optional equipment available may vary from time to time. Some international models illustrated – please enquire at your Suzuki dealer for exact.

**INTERIOR**
- Leather steering wheel with cruise, phone, & audio controls
- Cabin light – 3-position
- Rear seat height adjuster – driver’s side
- Electric windows – front and rear
- Electrically adjustable exterior mirrors
- Cruise control with speed limiter
- Driver and passenger’s seat belt alarm and warning lamp
- Electrically adjustable power steering
- Hill hold control (CVT only)
- Gear position indicator (CVT)
- Gear position indicator
- Central locking
- Rear – 3-point ELR x 1
- Rear – 3-point ELR x 3
- Rear door security unlock
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When you buy a Suzuki, you’re not just buying a car, you’re joining the Suzuki family – the Suzuki Way of Life. We make some of the world’s favourite compact vehicles and take great pride in the level of service and support we offer our customers. Our New Zealand dealer network is second to none and we’ve won more independent customer satisfaction awards than any other manufacturer.

**BIG ON SMALL CARS AND SUVS**

Suzuki is one of the biggest car makers on the planet today, and we got here making small cars. We didn’t just jump on the efficiency bandwagon, we’ve been leading the way for over 100 years – it’s in our DNA. No other manufacturer can match our experience.

Today, as the world becomes increasingly motorised, the mantra of ‘smaller, fewer, lighter, cleaner’ takes on even more importance. With Suzuki’s small car expertise we’re leading the way with a range of small cars and SUVs designed for modern lifestyles. Featuring next-generation technology, our highly fuel-efficient compact vehicles are purpose-built for minimum environmental impact and maximum enjoyment. In New Zealand, Suzuki’s new vehicle fleet is the cleanest of any mainstream brand.

**INVOLVED IN OUR COMMUNITY**

Suzuki New Zealand support a number of organisations and worthy causes in our community. We encourage Kiwis to get involved in an active lifestyle at all levels. We help out with fun events with a focus on family, community, and the environment and we support the things Kiwis care about.

**LEUKAEMIA & BLOOD CANCER NZ**

With a vision to cure and a mission to care, this amazing organisation works tirelessly helping everyday Kiwis come to terms with leukaemia, lymphoma, myeloma and related blood conditions. Last year, the frontline support services team covered more than 50,000 kilometres in their brightly coloured Suzuki Balenos and Swifts; providing patients, their family and friends with emotional and practical support.

**MAKING DRIVERS SAFER**

To help make our roads safer for everyone, Fleetcoach has developed a virtual driver training programme for employers to identify, train and upskill their staff. State-of-the-art interactive videos put drivers behind the wheel of a Suzuki, allowing them to identify driving hazards and improve their road safety skills online.
REAL VALUE

Real Value isn’t just about sharp pricing, it’s about worry-free enjoyment of your new Suzuki and protecting its on-going value.

5 YEAR WARRANTY PACKAGE

A comprehensive 3 year/100,000 km new vehicle warranty. This covers your entire vehicle for the most important part of its lifecycle and includes a 2 year powertrain warranty extension for a total of 5 years worry-free motoring.

5 YEAR SUZUKI ASSIST

This is one of New Zealand’s most comprehensive roadside assistance programmes. It has you covered all day, every day for 5 years from when you first buy your Suzuki – no matter how many kilometres you travel.

SUZUKI BENEFITS PROGRAMME

Purchasing a Suzuki gives you access to the Suzuki Benefits Programme offering a host of benefits like discounts on fuel, rental vehicles, insurance, accommodation and a whole lot more.

www.suzuki.co.nz